ROSE ANN REYES
+360-932-6172 • ROSEANNLORINREYES@GMAIL.COM

WEB DEVELOPER
Driven, Self-sufficient Web developer with Full Stack Development experience of current industry standards
technology and has the ability to thrive in a fast-paced environment. Diverse background in Business and System
Analysis, Quality Assurance and Technical Support for 5 years. Looking to learn and create innovative web
applications and be part of a team with the same vision in mind.

SOCIAL LINKS

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rosereyes/

HitchHikers | C#

https://github.com/RoseReyes

https://github.com/4hitchhikers/HitchHikers

https://rosereyes.me

Travel web application for uploading, chat, sharing
photos of favorite places a user visited.

TECHNICAL TOOLBOX
LANGUAGES:
JavaScript, TypeScript,
C#, Python, HTML5, CSS3

Key Responsibilities: photos upload, CRUD, page routing,
front-end styling, SignalR configuration.
Tools: JVectorMap, JQuery, SignalR, ASP.Net Core,
SQLite, C# Core

Wanderlust | MEAN
FRAMEWORKS:
Express.js, Angular6, ASP.NET Core, Django, Flask
DATABASE:
MySQL, SQLite, PostgreSQL, NoSQL (MongoDB,
Mongoose)
TECHNOLOGIES: ORM (Entity), Angular
Material, Node.js, Socket.io, Bootstrap4, Git, Github,
Visual Code, JIRA, Trello, AWS EC2
METHODOLOGY: OOP, MVC, RESTful Architecture,
Business/System Analysis, Quality Assurance

https://github.com/thydev/acommerce
Ongoing team project about an E-commerce web
application for travel products which utilize single
page application using Angular
Key Responsibilities: dynamic products’ filtering,
developed product page components and logic for
shopping carts
Tools: MEAN (Mongo, Express, Angular, Node.js), APIs

Restaurant Reviews | C#
https://github.com/RoseReyes/RestaurantAndRatings
Individual project with full front and back-end
functionalities.

EDUCATION
Bachelors Degree in Computer Science
University of Perpetual Help System -DALTA
Manila, Philippines

Key Responsibility: Login and Registration page with
validation with password encryption, User can add
reviews to specific restaurants/ratings. Reviews
history page
Tools: C#, ASP.NET Core, Entity, MySQL, Bootstrap4

ROSE ANN REYES
+360-932-6172 • ROSEANNLORINREYES@GMAIL.COM
WESupport Inc.

EXPERIENCE
Certificate of Achievement - Highest
Accomplishment | Coding Dojo

Full Stack Developer, Feb 2018- May 2018

Completed an intensive full-time web development program for more than 1000+ hours.
Scored 90% in C#, 95% in Python, and 100% in MEAN Stack exams which is to develop full CRUD wireframe
applications within 4 hours.
Completed small to large scale wireframe replica of widely used applications such as E-commerce, Facebook,
Expedia, Meetup and the like.
Team player - Collaborated with other cohorts either via project week development or algorithm whiteboarding.
Able to assist other cohorts with queries or clarifications during the open lab activity.
GCI (General Communications Inc.) | Anchorage, AK

Business Analyst, Sep 2016 - Oct 2017

Developed Dashboards to monitor SIT and End to End Testing tickets which resulted in quick escalation and
resolution of tasks assigned to each team members.
Implemented logic for the data migration business transformation rules that were determined only during the
testing activity. As a result, Testing turn-around time and completion progressed from 50% to 90%.
Serve as a liaison between business constituents and the service provisioning team. It helped the technical team,
developers and project manager to have a clear communication especially if changes on the application was
requested by the business and vice-versa.

WeSupport Inc. | Manila, PH

Business Analyst, May 2013 - May 2015

Applied prompt determination of corrective actions and comprehensive follow-up with the application being supported.
The willingness to use the system by the clients improved by 85% vs 70% upon initial implementation.
Developed scheduled job process to capture data in legacy system to identify fault tickets. It allowed Logistics
Coordinators, Supervisors, and CSZ Heads identify bottlenecks and prevented unnecessary escalation and SLA penalty of
their contractors.
Developed system business process which decreased the contractor’s sub-standard inspection and recurring customer
complaints by 25% from the constant rate of 40%.
Implemented the business process of required CPE / materials stock once inventory replenishment was needed. This
resulted in quicker dispatch of contractors in repair of Alpha and SME customers nationwide.

